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I am tempted to call these experiences brought on by DFO trips though they are some of the most
transparent and clear experiences I have ever had.

First 3 days I had dry 150mg, 100mg, 100mg, flushed with water. Day 4 with 150mg in water with
insulin.
Adminitration turned out to be suboptimal as I did not possess the adequate tools.
We can say that the first doses were experimental although still proved quite potent and life afirming.
The life changing experience came when a still shoddy but passable protocol was used on day 4.

The protocol I have been recommended consists in using a 1ml leur lock syringe put to the back of the
nose til you can go no further aiming in the direction of the ear on each side and using half a mill or as
much as the nose has capacity without losing any down the throat.

 
If you find excess liquid is lost then administer slowly over time on feel of how much liquid can be
handled.

 
Add 2ml of sterile water to 500mg of DFO in the vial. You may also combine with a chosen amount of
insulin.

 
A vail of 500mg can be consumed in 5 takes, or less. You can add 200ug of insulin in the vail for
simplicity so you consume 40ug with each 100mg of DFO.

Another method which may be used is to inhale up the nose and then flush through with a nasal spray.
Brothermanbill has used this method with success.

I have also combined on days 2 and 4, 1000mg of B3 and 2g of mushrooms. (Lion's mane can be also
added for the increased promotion of neurogenesis.)

 
Psilocybin increased the connections of neurons in the brain and promotes neurons to find new
connections.

I recommend combining DFO with exersize or stimulating brain activity where consciousness and
alertness is heightened. I also fasted during the day in preperation.
I stressed myself deeply in meditation breathing and cold water in order to awaken as much as possible
in me. DFO has made me far more desirous and fearless in doing so.

I will first say though that with all experiences they do differ according to each one's temperment and
personality although deeper similarities and with reasoning these can be drawn out into objective
phenomenal data. Phenomenal valence is something we are unable to give material measurements at
this time, although empirically its very real and can be of use in this way if we correlate the
psychological changes and phenomena across differing subjects and over time.



Mucormycosis is a serious but rare fungal infection caused by a group of molds called mucormycetes. It
may be potentiated by DFO. By using intranasal rapamycin in conjunction with dfo protocol as well as
intranasal insulin we minimise these risks to almost zero, as rapamycin is an antifungal.
If you are worried or suspect you have it, treat with Intranasal insulin and rapamycin.
Cbd, tumeric and nac, these would also be good first line treatments. As well as washing your nose out
with clean water. Unless you wish to become a resident evil zombie I suggest you take care.

Now to phenomenal character and objective content of my experiences.
 

I will present it here in a concise and empircally grounded fashion as possible.

Pax has said of it time and time again, "it is euphoric". I attest to this.

General inteligence, catagorisation of experience, entropy, verbal IQ (especially) and the ability to order
my thoughts coherently has surpassed any known previous capabilities. It is quite beautiful.

 
Sleep pattern was changed significantly, sleep was upset for the first couple nights, I only needed 4
hours. Now it's at a stable 7.

 
When I wake up I am completely lucid, previously It took hours to fully come awake.

 
I wake up with passion and desire for the day.

The nasal passage is completely clear and breathing is pleasant, along with almost every experience of
life, it all glimmers. Life is exceptionally beautiful.

I am almost always in the mood for mediation or philsophising, my temperance and capacity for hard
experiences as well as courage has been greatly increased. Clarity of senses improved greatly
including general awareness of the environment.

 
It potentiates focus and therefore deeper states of Jhana as well.

I have tested my general intelligence and completed personality tests. I will share these after the
coming weeks of dfo therapy. Along with the historical background of previous testing if necessary.

Now getting to where the exception nature of my experience comes in is the ability to aggregate and
correlate knowledge and memory structures in my mind.



Unlike other psychedelic substances, DFO is not the same. The main difference is that I feel no
external interposed experience of higher dimensional phenomena or hallucinations.

 
In schizophernia the mind becomes jumbled where the connections are exaserbated but not coherent.
Everything is entirely coherent and clear.

The valence of all experience was greatly sensitised. Music reverberates through my whole being.
Thoughts flow through me like rivers. My mind is a knife cutting through the stone of previous limiting
beliefs.

I can see~~~ (Hammock-I can almost see you)
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niCMpOkMcWU

Now I can attest to a very beautiful and intense phenomena that has come about over the last week. I
am sure deferoxamine has potentiated these higher revelations.

 
After administration the first times a great wave of psychic energy washed over me and unlocked many
overwhelming passions and deep emotions from my past. My mind felt as It had in my youth before I let
the world break me. Like an ocean; entirely still yet boundless and unfathomably deep.

 
DFO brought a storm over me of underlying memories and valence.

 
Underlying emotional belief systems were all challenged and brought to the surface.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niCMpOkMcWU


I am challenged to put it objectively. I had revelatory experiences related to the past and my general life
beliefs. I cried over who I had become, and yearned with all I am to become who I knew I ought to have
become. The man I longed to be when I was young. This is significant because it means that many
compartmentalised and forgotten emotionally charged beliefs were all brought together and annealed
into a more coherent whole.
What's so beautiful about the medicine is it potentiates all that is already inside of us.

Through the wrestling with angels I've noticed a change in me.
 

A godlike element has assimilated into my consciousness, emerging from the chaotic storm.
 

I have begun to experience valence and observe phenomena as though from a perspective entirely
outside of myself and above me.

 



Everything man does I can see his ego in it, reflecting his insecurites and base instinctual drives. I
realised this was also true of me as much as I projected what is in all man. I now see a thread to follow
for my life In a spiral slowly reaching upwards, hopefully, eventually into pure consciousness. I am so
disillusioned with my own egoism, even if I wanted glory for myself and power I have seen the otherside
of such an end state so vain, however I can now embrace those needy insecure parts of me with love,
with this my relationship to everyone around me and my place on the earth was amelierated. Like I'd
been redeemed to my environment and was deserving to just be as I am created to be.

Everything about me previously seems childish and shallow in hindsight. (I suggest we continue to look
at the ways we can accelerate the growth of the personality)

A tree cannot reach up to heaven unless it's roots go down to hell. -Carl Jung.



I have had feelings that of complete equanimity with death. I had no bitterness or qualms just
thankfulness. I would rather live in this state for one hour than a thousand lifetimes and never know this
peace.

Almost as if this is what life is reaching up towards and I had a hint of the statespace of consciousness
possible for mankind in the future. Maybe the suffering could have been worth it then?

To give another example of the type of revelation I have had about myself, This came as I sat in
freezing cold water on the 4th day of DFO.

 
I came to understand that old and ancient loneliness that has haunted me from my earliest memories. I
am no different to the people around me and am a part of the environment as they are. The boundless
sky, clouds, buildings, trees ect. It's all just a picture I am part of. I chose to associate and selectively
see certain valence and objects and not with others. This is how I create a foundation for my ego,
constantly negating things so I don't feel overwhelmed by chaos.

 
The loneliness comes not just from me being misunderstood but my own misunderstandings about
myself. Exceptional loneliness can lead to such terrible dissociation and psychosis. The mind shuts
down its perception of the external environment and loses sense of self and place.

 
This fear of not belonging lead me to believe I was right to push others away, all I was doing was
running away from myself. If I let it in and feel myself in my environment and am aware of this, I feel at
peace. I am not longer as afraid as I used to be and the centre of my personality has shifted.

 
(I now see many similiar themes in Evangelion a show that effected me greatly as a young man.)

A summation of my experience this week is that I have become wiser. The sole thing I have sought with
all my heart since youth. I am by no means wise yet however I do feel far more at ease that I at least
have found resemblance of a path after venturing through a disorientating labyrinth-like forest for most
my life.

 
It is as significant as when our first animal anscestor began to stand on two feet. So I have begun to
emergerge in metamorphosis.

“The work of art is the object seen sub specie aeternitatis; and the good life is the world seen sub
specie aeternitatis. This is the connection between art and ethics.
The usual way of looking at things sees objects as it were from the midst of them, the view sub specie
aeternitatis from outside.
In such a way that they have the whole world as background.”
-Ludwig Wittgenstein

Wittgenstein’s Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus:
 

"6.45 To view the world sub specie aeterni is to view it as a whole—a limited whole. Feeling the world
as a limited whole—it is this that is mystical."

Here is the end of my initual dose reports, I will return with what is gleamed in future experience in a
couple weeks. Because this is just a personal report not an official writeup I have take liberties with
expression.



Without the exceptional people in the discord's guidance and encouraging reports I may not have come
so far. I am most grateful to each and every single one of you.
I care about you all and want you to ascend with me as together we create transition into a new age of
humanity.
I would like to thank the living anime character himself; Pax, who's exceptional spirit and intellect has
facilitated all of this, without whom not one of us would have experienced any of this.

If you are glad, If you're thankful, then become the kind of person that people meet and are never the
same again afterwards. Endeavor to and allow yourself to radiate intensely beautiful and good light
energy.

Truly it was your first wish in the depth of your heart to become better that lead you to any of this. So
continue on with strength and continue to dream and wish with all of your fierce wild spirit!

 
However to say of how and where that spark first came to you for higher being and consciousness, Is
an open ended question I leave to you to wonder.


